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Live Music by Mounarraagam Murali
Mouna Raagam was started in 1999 by the great legend Smt. M.S. Subbulakshmi. Mouna
Rraagam is a brand itself and their YouTube channel "Singer Mounarraagam Muralii" is doing
extraordinarily well.  Having done around 3000 phenomenal shows worldwide. To highlight a
few, have done 78 plus shows with Late. S P Balasubrahmanyam, adding on with short films
and many  musical  Albums.  Mr.  Murali,  the  Professional  Singer,  Lyricist,  Music  Director,
Composer, and Vocational Musical trainer heads an orchestra.

He was awarded the Best Light Music Orchestra thrice by Tamil Nadu MGR Kalai Mandram.
Received Vocational Excellence Award from Rotary Club. Presented with a National award for
a documentary film on water saving titled NAAN PURINJIKITTEN NEENGA EPPO? in which his
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daughter Ms. Bhavya Murali led the lead role.Received Honorary Doctorate from American
University in the field of Art & Culture and another doctorate from Global Peace University in
the  field  of  Music.Rated  the  top  orchestra  in  terms  of  quality  and  execution  in  India.  
Appraised  high  by  Late.  S.P.  Balasubrahmanyam and  ISAIGNANI  ILAYARAJA.  Has  sound
technical knowledge and fabulous singing ability - rare to find in the industry – words by Shri.
Veeramani Raju.

 

Classical Performance
Saptham is the Official Classical Performing Arts Club of Anna University. As the oldest club in
CEG, we have consistently performed for some of the biggest events in college like Agni,
Techofes, and Kurukshetra. Since 2020, we have also garnered an enthusiastic audience on
various  social  media  platforms.  One  of  our  biggest  achievements  is  our  first-ever  self-
directed/choreographed dance drama (Payanam), which we presented on Alumni Day 2022.
As a club, we strive to spark interest in classical forms of dance and music among college-
going youth.

Carnatic Music
With a shared interest and passion for music, Sruthilaya functions as the official music club of
Anna University. The club has an ever-growing popularity among not only its members but



even the audience members comprising students all across Anna University. Initially started
as a club consisting of a meager number of students from varied departments, has now
burgeoned into a band of over twenty-five students and keeps growing further.

Variety Show
CEG SPARTANZ is  the Official  Variety Team of  the College of  Engineering Guindy.  One may
wonder  what  is  Variety  show  to  put  it  simply  it  is  utilizing  various  talents  from  different
individuals to deliver content. Since our inception, we are winners in 25 competitions and
runners  in  5  competitions.  A  significant  milestone in  our  team is  that  we have represented
our college in the presence of the Governor Of Tamil Nadu and Mr.Satyabrata Sahoo, IAS,
Chief  Electoral  Officer  &  Secretary  to  Government,  and  other  dignitaries  for  the  National
Voters  Day  2020  held  at  Kalaivanar  Arangam.
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